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2. **NEW STORE FRONT**
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3. **EXISTING STOREFRONT PLAN**
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   - EXIST. GRANITE TO MATCH EXISTING
   - COLUMBUS AVE.
   - NEW STORE FRONT TO MATCH EXISTING
WALL DISPLAY — 33.18 Sq. Ft.

Scale: 3/8" = 1'-0"

Wall Display

Illuminated.

Manufacture and install one (1) display.

Installation

Wall Type: Verify

Mounting: Flush to fascia with appropriate hardware.

Power Supplies: Remote

Primary: One dedicated 120V 20Amp circuit required per display.

Colors

- Digitally Printed Wood Grain — Vertical Grain
- Brushed Aluminum — Horizontal Grain
- Duralum Bronze
- Satin Wrisco — Heritage Grain

Night View

Face

3" Deep RPC aluminum hinged sign face.

Halo-lit rated with White LED's.

4" Aluminum over-sized face with applied digitally printed Walnut wood grain (vertical).

Set in Wrisco backers behind channel letters.

Letters

Faces: 0.10 Brushed aluminum laminate/horizontal grain.

Returns: 0.40 Aluminum, 3" Deep, to match faces.

Backs: 0.177 Clear Polycarbonate

Interiors: Painted White

Illumination: White LED's.

Cabinet

3" Deep fabricated aluminum cabinet.

Paint Duralum Bronze.

Internally illuminated with White LED's.